Retrieval of attention-dependent long-term memory traces.
The stage of retrieving long-term memory traces is discussed; studies of this stage can be performed using the phenomenon of dissociated brain states. These states arise in response to various external influences and are accompanied by selective, reversible derangements of retrieval processes without alteration of the mechanisms involved in perceiving and fixing information. Analysis of the appearance of dissociated states induced by pharmacological treatments leads to several conclusion: a) reversible derangements affecting the retrieval function are typical of types of memory which depend on attention; b) the hippocampus plays a key role in selecting engrams for extraction from long-term memory; c) the brain's cholinergic and GABAergic mediator systems are involved in regulating the retrieval of long-term memory traces; d) stable derangements of the retrieval of long-term memory traces are accompanied by deep molecular-cellular changes in the hippocampus, including alterations in genetic elements and phosphorylation of synaptic proteins.